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NFLE Scores - Week 4 
COL - AMS   - : -
RHE - BER   - : -
FRA - HAM  - : -

NFLE - table 
CENTURIONS 3-0
ADMIRAL 2-1
THUNDER 2-1
SEA DEVILS 1-2
GALAXY 1-2
FIRE 0-3
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NEWS - 18.04.2005:  
 
18.04.2005  
The safe quartet of Berlin Thunder - the receiver captivate by their balance  
 

After three plays and two victories the crew structure of the team of 
Head was formed coach Rick Lantz slowly however surely. In the 
Offense stands out thereby particularly strongly and balanced 
occupied crew part - the Wide receiver. 
 
Berlin Thunder Quarterback Dave Ragone can trust in four very good 
passport receivers, that have all individual strengths and for which 
opponents prepare headaches. Its he does not distribute passports 
therefore under all his passport receivers and has a preferential 
alluding station. That makes the passport play of the threefold World 
Bowl champion in this season so fire-dangerously. 
 
With Aaron Boone, Michael Jennings, Terrence Stubbs and Hugo Lira 
has Berlin Thunder speed, catch arts and technical class. 
 
Aaron Boone (Carolina Panthers) is not in Berlin an unknown 
quantity. In the past year he worked from the training cadre into the 
master formation of the World of Bowl winner high and is in this 
season one of the guidance personalities in the team. Boone 
captivates by its safe hands and caught so far 7 passports for 87 
yards and 1 Touchdown. 

 
Michael Jennings (New York Giants) is with 11 catches for 138 yards and 1 Touchdown the most successful Passfaenger of 
Berlin Thunder. He is the man for the deep passports and can by start and speed convince. The former athlete is the fastest 
player of the NFL Europe and leaves nearly each opponent behind itself. 
 
Terrence Stubbs (New York jet) is always particularly dangerous a mixture from Boone and Jennings and thus. One white 
never, where it free-runs itself straight, in order to be alluded. With 9 catches for 80 yards Stubbs waits only for its first 
Touchdown of the season 2005. 
 
The Mexican national Hugo Lira rounds the Receiver quartet off. Lira is not national in the conventional sense separates 
belonged firmly to the Receiver rotation Berlin Thunder Offense. Beside its 2 passport catches for 21 yards it is particularly 
dangerous with Kick off Returns again and again. 
 
With LaDarias Vann (Buffalo Bills) stands still another further arrow-fast receiver in the Practice Squad and waits for his 
chance. By good achievements in training it already played itself in the field of vision of the Coaches. 
 
Receiver receiver-Coach Steve Logan trusts his five receivern and knows about their strengths as group: "our receiver are 
very strong in this year everything. They make their combination in the group however a still more dangerous unit. Everyone 
uses its individual strengths and makes our passport play very with difficulty out computingable. If we fit additionally still on 
our Running Backs, the opposing defense can adjust itself only heavily to us." 
 
 
 

The Receiver quartet Jennings, Lira, 
Stubbs and Boone as well as Vann (2. v.r.) 

from the Practice Squad 

+++ half time conditions Rhine Fire vs. Berlin Thunder 14:14 (read score: Glenn Martinez, 17

 




